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Terrestrial planet formation: 
planetesimal mixing 
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�  What do we think we know about how Giant Planets 
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�  What the heck is “pebble accretion”? 
¡  Does it really solve ALL of our planet formation problems? 
¡  What questions do we need to ask about it? 



Terrestrial Planet Formation 

�  Distribution of mass in 
our Solar System 
¡  Roughly matched by 1/

r(3/2) distribution 
¡  Large depletion in the 

Asteroid Belt, and at Mars 

Weidenschilling	 1977
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Terrestrial Planet Formation 

�  Distribution of mass in 
our Solar System 
¡  Roughly matched by 1/

r(3/2) distribution 
¡  Large depletion in the 

Asteroid Belt, and at Mars 
¡  The Asteroid Belt is a 

mess of overlapping 
distributions of different 
types of bodies 

Gradie	 and	 Tedesco1977	 –	 see	 also	 DeMeo	 and	 Carry	 2014
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Terrestrial Planet Formation: Volatiles 

�  Things near the Earth 
¡  Similar Oxygen isotopes 
¡  Far fewer volatiles 

�  Things far from the Earth 
¡  Different Oxygen isotopes 
¡  Far more volatiles 

Saal	 et	 al.	 2013



Terrestrial Planet Formation 

�  Planetesimal Formation 

�  Runaway Growth 

�  Oligarchic Growth 

�  Giant Impacts 
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Raymond	 et	 al.	 2009



Terrestrial Planet Formation: Model results 

�  Distribution of mass in 
our Solar System 
ý Mass Distribution 
ý Asteroid Belt was mixed 

÷ Orbits were never 
satisfactorily matched 
(inclinations too high) 

✔ Outer-belt asteroids 
(2.5-4 AU) were delivered 
✔ Asteroid Belt was depleted  

Raymond	 et	 al.	 2009



Changing Jupiter’s Orbit (Saturn’s too) 

�  Low Eccentricity 
¡  Mars is 10x too massive 
¡  Enough water delivered 

�  High Eccentricity 
¡  Mars is OK 
¡  NO Water is delivered 

�  Totally weird Giant Planets 
¡  Change the outcome entirely 
¡  Different #’s of planets 

Levison and Agnor 2003 
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Motivation for something drastic 

�  Question: How to deal 
with the Earth/Mars size 
ratio? 

�  Change the surface 
density 
¡  Edge of solid material at 

1.0 AU 
�  Mars was scattered off 

the edge 
¡  Small mass and short 

accretion timescale 

�  Question: How to keep 
Jupiter in the outer Solar 
System? 

Mars analogs are great 

Hansen 2009 

0.7—1.0 AU 

Note: Izidoro et al. 2014 explored gaps…  



Motivation for something drastic 

�  Question: How to deal 
with the Earth/Mars size 
ratio? 

�  Question: How to keep 
Jupiter in the outer Solar 
System? 

�  Saturn can migrate to the 
2:3 MMR with Jupiter 
¡  Its burgeoning gap 

overlaps with Jupiters 
�  The overlapping gaps 

halt inward type-II 
migration  
¡  Allow outward migration 

 
Masset	 and	 Snellgrove,	 2001,	 Morbidelli	 and	 Crida,	 
2007,	 Pierens	 and	 Nelson,	 2008,	 Raymond	 and	 Pierens	 
2011,	 D’Angleo	 and	 Marzari	 2012



The Grand Tack 
�  Jupiter forms near the 

snow-line ~3 AU 

�  Jupiter migrates inward to 
~1.5 AU 

�  Saturn migrates inward,  
¡  Gets captured in the 2:3 

resonance with Jupiter 

�  Saturn halts their 
migration, and reverses it. 

�  They migrate out together 
as the gas-disk dissipates. ?	


1.5 AU!

1 AU!

3.5 AU!

Semimajor axis!



S-type! C-type!

Semimajor axis!

�  Jupiter forms near the 
snow-line ~3 AU 

�  Jupiter migrates inward to 
~1.5 AU 

�  Saturn migrates inward,  
¡  Gets captured in the 2:3 

resonance with Jupiter 

�  Saturn halts their 
migration, and reverses it. 

�  They migrate out together 
as the gas-disk dissipates. 

The Grand Tack 



The Planets 

�  The Mass vs. Semimajor 
axis distribution is a 
good match   
¡  Produces some Mars 

analogs 

�  Matches some basic 
quantitative metrics 
¡  The Angular Momentum 

Deficit (AMD) and Radial 
Mass Concentration 
(RMC)are very close 
matches (0.0011 and 
83.8). 
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Walsh et al. 2011





Asteroids 

• 	  
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Walsh	 et	 al.	 2011



Mixing Planetesimal Populations 

�  Separate parent populations –  further reach 
¡  0.5-3.0 AU and ~6-13 AU   

�  Pre-Depleted asteroid belt 
¡  The asteroid belt was depleted rapidly and early; before the gas-disk 

had fully dissipated. 

�  Pre-Excited asteroid belt 
¡  Asteroid belt gets its eccentricity and inclination excitement early 

�  Collisional Grinding? 
¡  Early loss of mass dramatically decreases overall collisional grinding 

and dust production early in Solar System history. 
¡  Advertisement: We are using a new tool to model the gravitational 

and collisional evolution of populations – LIPAD – see Levison et al. 
2012 



See Levison et al. 2012 



Morby’s Evolution Scheme 

�  Giant Planets grow 
 

�  No Giant Planets 

Depleted, mixed planetesimal populations 

tim
e 

Terrestrial planets form locally Terrestrial planets form locally 
No giant planets to stir other populations 



Raymond et al. 2013 
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Pebble Accretion 

1.  Stick little pieces together via Van Der Waals 
Forces, build up to cm- to dm-sizes 

2.  Build planetesimals directly to ~100 km by the 
combination of Gravity and Turbulence 

3.  Runaway accretion of remaining pebbles by the 
largest  planetesimals – very rapid accretion to very 
large masses (10’s of Earth Masses in 10’s Kyr) 

See: Lambrechts and Johansen 2012, Ros and Johansen 2013, Morbidelli and Nesvorny 2012 , 
Kretke and Levison submitted, Lambrechts, Johansen and Morbidelli submitted. 



Pebbles – Skipping (some) collisions? 

�  Giant Planets 

�  Pebbles can be dm-sized in 
outer Solar System 

�  Growth is VERY fast 

�  Largest few Runaway cores 
stir their neighbors enough to 
keep them out of the mid-
plane 
¡  Keeps their neighbors away 

from the pebbles 
¡  They continue to runaway in 

growth 
¡  Skip Oligarchic Growth 

�  Terrestrial Planets 
 
�  Depends strongly on  

¡  Size of the pebbles in the Inner 
Solar System 

¡  Outer Solar System pebbles 
behavior at the snow line 

�  Geochemical data does not 
favor terrestrial planet growth 
on such short timescales 
¡  Embryos could have formed 

this way, and then built the 
planets 



Pebble Accretion 

�  Planetesimal Formation 

�  Runaway Growth 

�  Oligarchic Growth 

�  Giant Impacts 
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Questions/Conclusions 

�  How are terrestrial planets put together?  
�  Where do they get their material? 

¡  Our system may have largely built the terrestrial planets locally, but 
brought in some material from wide distances. 

�  What do we think we know about how Giant Planets in 
the system change the answer to the first two questions? 
¡  Their orbits and migration have a huge effect – parameter space is 

huge! 
�  What the heck is “pebble accretion”? 

¡  Does it really solve ALL of our planet formation problems? 
÷ Maybe? 

¡  What questions do we need to ask about it? 
÷ Lots 



Pebble Accretion 

1.  Stick little pieces together via Van Der Waals Forces, 
build up to cm- to dm-sizes 

1.  Q: Can we build large enough “pebbles” via sticking? 
2.  Build planetesimals directly to ~100 km by the 

combination of Gravity and Turbulence 
1.  Fine. (see Johansen et al. 2007 – “Streaming Instability”) 

3.  Runaway accretion of remaining pebbles by the largest  
planetesimals – very rapid accretion to very large 
masses (10’s of Earth Masses) 

1.  Q: What about oligarchic growth and giant impacts (collisional 
grinding and dust production)? 

2.  Q: Really?  



Pebble Accretion 

�  Levison/Kretke 
¡  Large “pebbles” form on both 

sides of the snow line 
¡  Those outside sublimate at 

the snow-line and are 
recycled 

¡  Terrestrial planets are 
formed from pebbles formed 
in the inner Solar System 
exclusively 

¡  Depends on speed and 
duration of pebble-formation 

�  Lambrechts/Morbidelli/
Johansen 
¡  Large pebbles grow beyond 

the snow line 
¡  When they reach it, they lose 

their ice – retaining their 
solids, becoming much 
smaller 

¡  Jupiter is the barrier, once its 
grown, it keeps material 
outside the snow line 

¡  Depends on pebble behavior 
at the snow-line, timescale 
for Jupiter to grow 





�  New estimates for 
total water on Earth 
(Marty 2011)
¡  ~3e-3 Earth Masses of 

water
�  Planetesimals with 

high-e will be on 
orbits that cross the 
still-growing planets

Water	 Delivery

Semimajor axis (AU)
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Earth crossing Mars crossing

�  In the Grand Tack, the scattering of primitive bodies into the 
asteroid belt demands that many will be accreted by planets!



Minimum Mass ExtraSolar Nebula 

Raymond	 et	 al.	 2014



Implications for Grinding 

Bottke et al. 2007 
 

Wyatt et al. 2007 



Terrestrial Planet Formation 

�  Distribution of mass in 
our Solar System 
¡  Roughly matched by 1/

r(3/2) distribution 
¡  Large depletion in the 

Asteroid Belt, and at Mars 
¡  The Asteroid Belt is a 

mess of overlapping 
distributions of different 
types of bodies 

¡  A mess of cosmochemical 
data 

Burbine	 et	 al.	 2002
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